ARROW CANADIAN ADVANTAGE ALTERNATIVE CLASS
Week ending July 29, 2022

Monthly performance, macro context, current positioning and future expectations.
Performance
Week of July 29, 2022
Arrow Canadian Advantage Alternative Class (Series F):
WTD -0.07%
MTD (July) -0.87%
YTD 0.34%
S&P TSX Composite:
WTD 3.74%
MTD (July) 4.41%
YTD -7.21%
S&P 500:
WTD 4.26%
MTD (July) 9.11%
YTD -13.34%
Fund Commentary
The Fund was flat on the week while the TSX was up 3.7%. While our 10yr bond position was a solid performer our
equity shorts hurt. We have taken the opportunity with the ramp in equities to materially add to our shorts.
What a week and what a month for stocks especially in the US. The Nasdaq outperformed rising over 10% for the
month! The fireworks came largely in the past two weeks as longer-term rates crashed aided by what the market interpreted as an easing post the FOMC presser. While sentiment has been very bearish, the trigger in our opinion was
the comment by Chair Powell that the FFR is now in the range of what the FED believes is the “neutral rate” i.e. the
rate at which inflation and growth are in balance. So, risk assets can therefore rally right? Not so fast - it is highly likely that either Powell made a mistake, or the market misinterpreted or a bit of both. Larry Summers speaking on BBG
TV was quick to criticize the Chair: “Jay Powell said things that, to be honest, were analytically indefensible. There is
no conceivable way that a 2.5% interest rate, in an economy inflating like this, is anywhere near neutral.” Remember
the neutral rate was estimated by the same FED to be 2.5% in 2018, when inflation was much lower, so the implication
is the inflation is all transitory...still!
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We believe the FED was hawkish - it is still all about inflation and nothing that Powell stated (outside of neutral rate comment) contradicted his messaging. There has been no pivot. With credit, equity and rates rallying the FED Chair must
be beside himself. As Powell said in his March FOMC presser, “Policy works through financial conditions. That’s how
it reaches the real economy.” (h/t Cam Hui). If so, this is the wrong read by the markets.

The proof is also found in the reversal of real rates again. You cannot have your cake and eat it too. The FED has abandoned forward guidance for now - a good idea given their track record - and they should by implication stop talking about
neutral rates too. We suspect this week that the FED Governors on tap to speak will try to jawbone down expectations
for cuts early in 2023 and focus on the inflation fight. Our forecast for headline inflation is over 7% YoY for Q4 2022!
The market will stop fighting the FED at some point.
We got Canadian GDP this week for May and the flash for June,
which was looking okay- maybe 1.1% for Q2- so a bit better than
the US, BUT this will change by year end as real estate projects
fall off and residential housing deteriorates. In 1Q2022, residential investment rose to 10% of GDP- that is 3 standard deviations
above the long-run average- and for some context, well above
the 6.7% peak the US experienced in 2005. This week we also
got the first cut on Q2 US GDP - it was negative and with backto-back negative quarters many are calling this a recession. As
you know, with our process this is not really important because
regardless of definitions, falling real GDP is big negative for equities. While many won’t bother to look under the hood, the
table below shows the sub-components of GDP; remember your
ECO 101 course Y=C+I+G+(X-M)?!
A final brief comment on equities. So far Q2 earnings season
has produced a lot of dispersion in results which is not too surprising in an inflationary environment. Those companies with
pricing power are flexing it even faster than their rising input prices (a.k.a. “gouging” in some circles) while others that cannot are
disappointing. Once nominal GDP begins to fall, we expect that
earnings will experience a more rapid ROC decline in Q3 / Q4.
Our forecasts are for $200-$210 on SPX for ‘22 and $190-$200
for ‘23. As we have noted before, the P has come down but it is
the E that is next in the P/E ratio.
Coming this week are more earnings announcements and in
Canada, the economic data we are set to get manufacturing PMI
data on Tuesday and employment data on Friday.
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In the US we are getting ISM and PMIs, mortgage apps, durable goods, and employment data (claims, payrolls, hourly
earnings, participation rate).
Geographic Equity Exposures (% Total Portfolio including Futures)

Net equity exposure was reduced from 13.8% to -5.1%.
Canada net exposure was reduced by 4.4%.
US net exposure was reduced from 3.3% to -11%.
Rest of World net exposure was reduced by 0.2%.
Net bond exposure was reduced by 3.1%.
Net commodity exposure was increased by 0.3%.
Total fund gross exposure was increased by 13.7%. Total fund net exposure was reduced by 21.7%.
Sector Exposures (% Long / Short Portfolio of individual companies)

Market Cap Breakdown:
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FX Exposures:

As a reminder, we view foreign exchange as active “bets” that are used to either generate alpha or act as a hedge to
the overall portfolio. The Fund’s reference currency (except for the USD class) is the Canadian dollar so any exposures other 100% Canadian dollars are considered “active” positions.
CAD was increased by 5.1%. USD was reduced by 5.1%.
We look forward to reporting back next week.
Historical Performance – As of July 29, 2022
			
1-Year		
3-Year		
ACAA - Series F
3.30% 1
5.36%		

5-Year		
11.38%

10-Year
10.28%

Published August 2, 2022.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management and performance fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund
investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compound total
returns net of fees and expenses payable by the fund (except for figures of one year or less, which are simple total returns) including
changes in security value and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional
charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their
values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
The rates of return are used only to illustrate the effects of the compound growth rate and are not intended to reflect future values
or returns on investment in an investment fund.
This document is provided as a general source of information and should not be considered personal, legal, accounting, tax or
investment advice, or construed as an endorsement or recommendation of any entity or security discussed. Every effort has been
made to ensure that the material contained in this document is accurate at the time of publication. Market conditions may change
which may impact the information contained in this document. All charts and illustrations in this document are for illustrative purposes only. They are not intended to predict or project investment results. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals, as
appropriate, regarding any particular investment. Investors should consult their professional advisors prior to implementing any
changes to their investment strategies.
Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that are predictive in
nature, depend upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “could,” “expect,”
“anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” or “estimate,” or other similar expressions. Statements that look forward in time or include
anything other than historical information are subject to risks and uncertainties, and actual results, actions or events could differ
materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of future performance and are by their nature based on numerous assumptions. Although the FLS contained herein are based upon what Arrow Capital Management and the portfolio manager
believe to be reasonable assumptions, neither Arrow Capital Management nor the portfolio manager can assure that actual results
will be consistent with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not to place undue reliance on FLS.
Unless required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation to update
or revise FLS, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
The comparison presented is intended to illustrate the historical performance of the Fund as compared with the historical performance of a widely quoted market index or a weighted blend of widely quoted market indices or other investments. There are various
important differences that may exist between the Fund and the stated indices or other investments that may affect the performance
of each. The objectives and strategies of the Fund result in holdings that do not necessarily reflect the constituents of and their
weights within the comparable indices. Indexes are unmanaged and their returns do not include any sales charges or fees. It is not
possible to invest directly in market indices. Certain statements contained in this communication are based in whole or in part on
information provided by third parties and Arrow Capital Management has taken reasonable steps to ensure their accuracy. Market
conditions may change which may impact the information contained in this document.
More information about the Fund can be found on our website www.arrow-capital.com.
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